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11. Note on the Replicas of Matrices.

By Yoz MATSUSHIMA.
Mathematical Institute, Nagoya Imperial University.

(Comm. by T. TAKA, .LA., May 12, 1947.)

The concept o the replicas o matrices was introduced by C.
Chevalley). and very interesting application o it to the study o al-
gebraic Lie groups was gven in a joint paper by hmsel and H. F.
Tuan. Chevallcy determined the replicas of matrices over a field o
characteristic zero and H. F. Tuan) gave an elementary proof to the
same result and in fact in a somewhat general form. In the present
notC we shall prove Chevalley’s results in a somewhat different way
and obtain some properties o the replicas which shall be used in a
orthcoming paper).

1. A replica B of a matrix A, of degree n with coefficients in
a field K), is any matrix B which admits as its invariants all the
tensor invariants o A, where A is meant to be the symbol o in
finitesimal, not a finite transformation. Let 9 bc the vector space on
which our matrices operate, .# the space of contravariant vectors,
and :, the space of r times contravariant and s times covariant ten-
sots. We denote by A# and A the matrices of linear transforma-
tions which are induced by A in and , respectively.

Lemma 1. Any matrix A may be represented n the orm
(1) A--Ao+ A’, AoA’--A’A,

where A is a nilpotent matrix and A’ is a matrix with simple ele-
mentary divisors. If A is given, A and A’ are determined uniquely.

Proof. is the direct sum of the eigen-spaces" --,
where denotes the eigen-space for a characteristic root x of A.
We define the matrix (or linear transformation) A’ by the equations

A’x=Xx, for x
A’ commutes with A and, if we put Ao=A-A’. Ao is nilpotent and
commutes with A’. The uniqueness of this representation can be
proved easily from the commutability of A and A’.

1) C. Chevalley, On a kind of new relationship between matrices, Amer, I. Math.
Vol. 65 (1943), I have not yet access to this paper and the results obtained in this
note may perhaps have much contact with Chevalley’s paper.

2) C. Chevalley and H. F. Tuan, On algebraic Lie algebras, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci.
U. S. A. (1946).

3) H. F. Tuan, A note on the replicas of hi]potent matrices, Bull. Amer. Math.
Soc. (1945).

4) I express my hearty thanks to M. Gotb for his kind remarks during the pre-
paration of this note.

5) Y. Matsushima, On algebraic Lie groups and algebras, Journ. of the Math. Soc.
of Japan, Vol. 1 No. 1 (1948).

6) In the following we assume for simplicity that the field K is algebraically
closed.
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Lemma 2. The matrices A0 and A’ in Lemma I are the replicas
of A.

Proof. Let A=Ao+ A’ be the representation o Lemma 1.
Then A,.,=(Ao),,+A,J, (Ao),.,(A’),.,=(A’),,(Ao),., and (A0),, is a nil-
potent matrix and A,.,’ is a matrix with simple elementary divisors.
We denote by :, the eigen-space of --:,, or a characteristic root

of A,.,. Then, ff F,_w,, we have A,,’F,=F, (see, Lemma 1). Let
F:, and A,,F--O. Since F belongs to 0, we have A,,’F--0. This
shows that A’ is a replica of A and therefore Ao--A-A’ is also a
replica o A.

Let x, x., x be the distinct characteristic roots o A and I the
maximal number of these characteristic roots which are linearly in-
dependent with respect to the prime field P in K.
Suppose that x, x, x, are linearly independent. Then we have

(2) x,= SroX roap (i= 1, 2 k)

Further. let E, be the matrix o projection o . on , i.e. if

x= x,, x,a**, is a vector o , we define E. by the equation
=1

Etx=xt.

From the definition of A’, we have A’=

If we put

(3) A,=r,,E, (/=1,2, l)
i=1

we can represent A in the form

(4) A Ao+xA,+xA+ +xA
and A, (j= 1 l) are matrices with simple elementary divisors and
their characteristic roots belong to the prime field P.

Lemma 3. The matrices A,, A, A, difined by (3) are the
replicas of A.

Proof. Let F be a tensor of :, and let A,.,F--O. F belongs to
the eigen-space o or the characteristic root zero of A,,. If we de-
note by *_a, the eigen-space of # for a characteristic root -x, of
A*, we have

o= gX_*,, x _*,., x x _**,,,. x ,., x... x .,,,.,
where x mean direct (Kronecker) product and the summation is ex-
tended over all combinations (-x,, ...-x,,, xa, x.,) such that

kq --... k,. +... +k:0.

Clearly it is sufficient to prove that (A,),,F:0, for
FgX_*,, x... x _,,. x 92,*

If we operate A, on F, F is multiplied by
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Consequently we have (A,),,F=0.
The matrix A can be transformed into the following form-
(5)
/A
A

where A=l
Let xt(a=0, 1, ...% o+ 1 being the number of blockes in A; i=0, 1,
...k) be the contravariant variables such that

(i--0, 1, ...ko)
(a-l, 2,
(a-1. 2, m; i=1, 2, ...k,)

and y, (a-O, 1, o.; i= O, 1, ...k) be the covariant variables such
that

A
yo
y Xy, y

(i=0, 1, ...ko)
(a=l, 2, o,; i=0, 1, ...k,-1)
(a-l, 2,

We put

(6)

F0, =yo,x
-:V.x

where k’:min (k,, k), a. B:I, 2, ....
Then, these F’s are invariant tensors of A in :,, as we can verify
easily. Let now B be any replica of A. Since the matrix B admits
as its invariants all tensors from (6), we see that the matrix B must
have in this coordinate system the form

7) These invariants were found by M. Got5.
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where Bt /,

present F in the form F-- F, Fe. Since

rl times r2 times rz times

F is a tensor invarinat of A, since, from the above relation, we have
A,,F--0, where s=r+ r+... + r,. As B is a replica of A, F must

be an invariana of B and this implies r#,-0. The proof for the

case of characteristic zero runs analogously, if we choose, as we may,
r as rational integers.

We represent B in the form"
B-Bo+B’, BoB’-B’Bo.

where B is a nilpotent matrix and B’ is a matrix with simple ele-
mentary divisors. We may prove the following.

Lemma 5. The matrix Bo is a replica of the matrix A0.
Proof. we take the basis v...v u...u...u...uo,l of the

eigen-space $ of $, for a characteristic root or A, such that

Av,--v, (i=1, 2, ...m)

(8) A,uo=uo+uo/ (j.n,, i= 1, 2, q)
1

A,u,,, =u,,, (i= 1, 2, ...q)

We will show that A,F=A,,’F, F.,, implies B,,F--B,,’F. We re-

where m, 2, , are characteristic roots of B.
Lemma 4. The linear relation in x,, -rX,-0, r,P, implies the

4=1

same relation in " r#--0.
4=I

Proof. First let P be of characteristic i0*0. We consider r as
rational integers mod p. Since the matrices A and B have the forms
(5) and (7), there exist covariant vectors x, x, such that

Ax, X,x,, Bx, rex,, i- 1, 2, k.
Put
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We have AF:,F.
From this we see easily that F. has the following form"

=1 =1

Since B is evidently a replica of A,,. we have from (5). (7)and (8)
the following equations"

B,.,v,=vv, (i= 1, 2, ...m)
B,,u,,=vuo+7,+,u,++...+7,,,u,, (j.n,, i=1, 2, ...q)

B,u,,,, vu,,,, (i= 1, 2, ...q)

B,’F=vF, F,.
Hence we have

B,.F,=vF,,--B,,’F,, and B,.,F,,--B,.,’F,,.

which shows that B is a replica of A,.
From these lemmas we may prove the following
Theorem. A necessary and sufIiicient condition that a matrix B

is a replica of the matrix A is that B is of the form,

(9) B
where i0 is an arbitrary replica of the nilpotent matrix A0 and
(i= 1, 2, ...1) are arbitrry elements of the field K.

Proof. The suffiiciency may be seen from the Lemma 2 and 3.
Let, conversely, B be a replica of A. We represent B. as in Lemma
1. in the form B=Bo+B’.
Then we have from Lemma 5 Bo=/Io, where ,a is a replics of A,.
The relations (2) and Lemma 4 imply the relations,

(10) t,,=7ro, romP (i=1, 2, ...k)
J=l

where /h are defined in (7). From the representation

and (10), we have
k k

B’= Z r,,t*,E,= ZP, roE,=
i--l J=l J=l ,=1 J=l

nsequently we have

Now the replies of niltent matrices have en determined by
Chevalley and H. E. Tuan and have the fallowing forms:

vAo, if the caeristic of the field K is zero,
J= vA’, if the craeristic of the field K is

2. Let be the dirt of some tensor sces and a sub-
sce of which is invariant under A.
We denote by J the matrix of liner transformmion which is in-
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duced by A in . we shall consider the connection between the re-
plicas of A and those of i.

Lemma 6. Let 9l be the subspace of 9J which is invariant under
A and A the matrix of linear transformation which is induced by A
in . Then is invariant under all replicas of A and the matrices
of linear transformations which are induced by the replicas of A in

are replicas of the matrix I, and conversely any replica of i is
induced by a replica of A.

Proof. Let m be the maximal number of the characteristic roots
of i which are linearly independent with respect to P.

Let x, x, x, x/, x be the distinct characteristic roots of
A: and let x, x be linesrly independent.

Let l and N..., x, x,, x,/, ...x, ...x, be defined for A
analogously.

We denote by ., the eigen-space of for a characteristic root
x, of A and by E,’ the matrix of projection of on ,. Since,_.,, is invariant under E, and E,--E’ or E--0 according as
x, is a characteristic root of A or not. Hence, by (3) and Theorem
of 1, . is invariaht under all replicas of A.

Let x,-]roV (i= 1. 2, k),
J--1

where ro are elements of P and where to=0 for

If we put

l+ l<_i<__q, rn+ l<__j<__l.

A,’-r,,E’ (j-l, 2, m),

where El’=0 if x is not a characteristic root of .A, then we may
represent A in the form

(12) A-A,,’ + xA,’ +xA +... +x,A
and every replica of A is represented in the form,

(13)

But we verify easily that

A=A/ for lj_m and A=0 for m+ljl.

From these relations, we get A-o--Ao’ and i*-(A0’)*.
Let B be a replica of A. Then B is represented in the form.

=1

Then /}=v,(A0’)’*+ /,,A,’ is a replica of i. Conversely we see

easily that any replica of A is induced by a replica of A.
Lemma 7. Let
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If B is a replica of A, then the matrix

is a repli o the matrix . nversely any replica o is o the
orm , where B is a repli o A.

Pr. For simplicity, we prove this lemma in the
A=( A)" I we represent A as in (4). then

+ +... +

The linear sce on wMch orates is =+,, d the chara-
cteristic rts of are x, x, x and

xh -... x+xh +... +x,= r,x, -... r+ rh, +-.. + r,t)x,

where i, ..., L, j, ..., j, are chosen arbitrarily from 1, 2, .... k,
If x-... x+xh +... +x,- x-... x,,+xq +... +
then r-... r+ r,, +... + r,- r,, -... r,, + r, +... + r, for
t=l, L We denote by and , the maices of rNtion of
on the eigen-sce for the craeristic rt x, and of r-
ctively. To rove the lemma, it is sucient to show that

(1.4) ,= + ...- + +

The eigen-sce , (,x’) is of the form

where the summmion is eended over all combinmions
(-x,, -x,, xh, x,) such that -x,x- ...-x+
If we orme , on the elements of ,, these are merely multi#ied
by r,,-... r*** + rh, +... + r,,, hence we get (14) on ,.

The eigen-sce is of the form

where the summmion is eended over M1 combitions

x,, x,,, kh, X,) such tt x,-... x,+xh +... +x,=X.
Analogously we get (14) on ,. Hence (14) is valid on

From mm 6 and 7 we get the ollowing result.
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Let t be the direct sum of some tensor spaces and a sub-
space of t which is invariant under A. We denote by the matrix
of linear transformation which is induced by A in . Then is
invariant under all replicas of A and the matrices of linear trans-
formations which are induced by the replicas of A in are replicas
of the matrix J and conversely any replica of

_
is induced by a

replica of A in .


